2) The position of the collision detection 
determine the two or more objects make contact between each other whether or through Real-time and accuracy are two important requirements collision detection.
A. Detection requirements 1) Test whether there is a collision
2) The position of the collision detection 
A. Detection algorithm based on time domain
The detection algorithm based on the time domain from the point of view of time domain to points, collision detection algorithm can be divided into discrete collision detection algorithm and continuous collision detection algorithm of two.
Because the algorithm time discrete characteristics, this kind of algorithm is at least the following two questions:
1) Pierce the phenomenon exists.
2) Missed a collision.
B. Based on space domain collision detection algorithm classification
Based on space domain collision detection algorithm has always been the focus of research, According to the different structure they are divided into two types: space division method and the hierarchical bounding volume method. the space division method is used for the entire sequence level division technology to realize, and the hierarchical bounding volume law is in the scene of each object of constructing the rational hierarchical bounding volume to achieve. The object bounding box test is a collision detection algorithm is widely used in a way. Common bounding volume of the bounding sphere, of AABB of OBB bounding box.
1) Based on the method of spherical bounding box of collision detection
Based on the method of spherical bounding box of collision detection in virtual scene, two irregular objects in motion will be the collisions between, can use the spherical bounding box method to carry on the examination, adopt corresponding measures to avoid a collision. As shown in figure 1 first to realize the dynamic pick virtual object, and then based on the actual need, for each of the virtual objects involves creating spherical bounding box. At two objects, get the distance between the two and earn two sphere of their respective radius. When testing conditions have been met, according to the spherical bounding box collision detection algorithm, judge whether the two objects has hit. If there was a collision, will conduct collision response, according to the current characteristics of the virtual object, take different response way. The AABB advantage of simple structure, easy intersection test, computationally efficient, the drawback is that the object surrounded by enough compact.
3) Oriented bounding box (OBB) and the improvement of it
Oriented Bounding Box (OBB) and the improvement of its direction the Bounding Box namely OBB ,is to be detected and object contains each side, it by Gottschalk put forward in 1996. OBB and AABB is the biggest difference of the direction of arbitrariness, can be the shape of the object structure characteristics of the bounding box cuboids any direction, so OBB has better tight sex. The bounding box is a very effective collision detection accelerated i) To judge to traverse all parts of the equipment is over, if it is to continue step 10, or turn to step 2;
j) The end of the algorithm. Different types of testing methods, the characteristics of them are not the same. Surrounded by the ball and AABB
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close degree as flexible Oriented Bounding Box OBB, OBB was essentially a closest to the object cuboids, only the object of a cuboids' may, according to the first moment arbitrary rotation. OBB surrounded by the ball and AABB than closer to the object, It is consistent with the direction, construction method , but the gender is poorer, the overall OBB performance than AABB surrounded the ball, OBB bounding box to the basic idea of the method is to use simple geometry instead of complicated geometry novelties, first to object bounding box for rough detection, when the bounding box intersect surrounded by its geometry can be intersection, This can eliminate a large number of impossible at the intersection of geometry and geometric part, which can quickly find at the intersection of geometric part.
III. CONCLUSION
Direction surrounded by box of inherited the cylindrical OBB bounding box the advantages of the intersection of the test in its close the gender is good, can be significantly reduced the number of bounding volume, when some similar to the cylinder's geometry object happened between the collision detection, OBB is a better choice, for direction surrounded by box of more suitable for cylinder for cylindrical objects geometry.
Can more closely, more convenient application, so as to enhance the efficiency of collision detection. after the rotary motion, only need to base the rotation of the coordinate system also can. So for the rigid body
